
As part of the manufacturing process, many cell and gene products need to beAs part of the manufacturing process, many cell and gene products need to be
extracted, engineered, delivered and administered under strict time controls dueextracted, engineered, delivered and administered under strict time controls due
to their short-shelf life. Therefore, their manufacturing has to take place asto their short-shelf life. Therefore, their manufacturing has to take place as
close to the patient as possible. Expanding cell and gene manufacturing capacityclose to the patient as possible. Expanding cell and gene manufacturing capacity
will mean more patients can viably access life changing medicines.will mean more patients can viably access life changing medicines.  

In the long-term, investment into infrastructure can also contribute towardsIn the long-term, investment into infrastructure can also contribute towards
reduced production costs, which is favourable when considering valuereduced production costs, which is favourable when considering value
proposition and reimbursement.proposition and reimbursement.

5 Disruptive Strategies5 Disruptive Strategies
for Market & Patientfor Market & Patient

Access in EuropeAccess in Europe

1 - Adapt Value Propositions

3 - Increase Manufacturing Capacity

Payment bodies need to adopt new ways of measuring therapeutic value toPayment bodies need to adopt new ways of measuring therapeutic value to
translate the worth of advanced therapies into a case for justifiabletranslate the worth of advanced therapies into a case for justifiable
reimbursement. The curative intent and lifelong benefits to quality of life, as wellreimbursement. The curative intent and lifelong benefits to quality of life, as well
as the wider value to the patients, their families and society, are key areas ofas the wider value to the patients, their families and society, are key areas of
evidence that could be assessed when quantifying the value of cell and geneevidence that could be assessed when quantifying the value of cell and gene
therapies. Other factors including societal benefits, long-term savings, effect ontherapies. Other factors including societal benefits, long-term savings, effect on
infrastructure and equity, could also be considered.infrastructure and equity, could also be considered.
  

4 - Improve Collaboration & Communication
Implementing changes to long-standing health economic norms is going to requireImplementing changes to long-standing health economic norms is going to require
the commitment and collaboration of many. It is important to engage across thethe commitment and collaboration of many. It is important to engage across the
sponsors, the regulators, the policymakers, the reimbursement bodies, and patientsponsors, the regulators, the policymakers, the reimbursement bodies, and patient
advocacy groups, at the earlier stages of research and development.advocacy groups, at the earlier stages of research and development.  

Patient advocacy groups play a pivotal role in raising awareness of the necessity ofPatient advocacy groups play a pivotal role in raising awareness of the necessity of
cell and gene therapies. Communicating the unmet needs of patients not onlycell and gene therapies. Communicating the unmet needs of patients not only
influences the urgency of drug development in these areas, but also encouragesinfluences the urgency of drug development in these areas, but also encourages
change.change.

2 - Revise Reimbursement Models
The administration of a cell or gene therapy is generally a one-time process,The administration of a cell or gene therapy is generally a one-time process,
and therefore the costs associated are often required as a singular payment.and therefore the costs associated are often required as a singular payment.
High production costs coupled with limited long-term safety and efficacy dataHigh production costs coupled with limited long-term safety and efficacy data
also contribute towards a high perceived risk to payment bodies.also contribute towards a high perceived risk to payment bodies.

Several alternative payment methods have been proposed based on therapeuticSeveral alternative payment methods have been proposed based on therapeutic
outcomes. This allows the risk to be spread between the manufacturer andoutcomes. This allows the risk to be spread between the manufacturer and
payers, creating a more attractive model for 'remibumursers' to commit to.payers, creating a more attractive model for 'remibumursers' to commit to.
These include: outcomes-based annuity, outcomes-based payment andThese include: outcomes-based annuity, outcomes-based payment and
outcomes-based rebate.outcomes-based rebate.

5 - Increase Funding of CGT
More funding equals more opportunities to develop safer and more efficientMore funding equals more opportunities to develop safer and more efficient
products, as well as to carry out more and longer-term clinical trials. Greater dataproducts, as well as to carry out more and longer-term clinical trials. Greater data
can translate the importance of these therapies and reduce their perceived riskscan translate the importance of these therapies and reduce their perceived risks
to stakeholders and payment bodies, encouraging support.to stakeholders and payment bodies, encouraging support.

A recent program aimed at supporting and fast-tracking new innovative drugsA recent program aimed at supporting and fast-tracking new innovative drugs
reaching NHS patients, is the Innovative Medicines Fund, where the UKreaching NHS patients, is the Innovative Medicines Fund, where the UK
Government provides £680 million to ensure patients with rare diseases receiveGovernment provides £680 million to ensure patients with rare diseases receive
faster diagnoses, treatments and overall better medical management.faster diagnoses, treatments and overall better medical management.
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